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Happy Birthday, Lewis
11 October 1881 born Newcastle Upon Tyne
1903    Natural Sciences Tripos, Cambridge
1903-09 National Physical Laboratory
1909-12 Sunbeam Lamp Company
1912-13 Manchester College
1913-16 Meteorological Office
1916-19 WW I, in France, ambulance crew
1920-29 Westminster College
1929-40 Paisley Technology School
1940 Retired “so that he could work” J

on pacifist manifestos
1953 Died in Scotland

1922 Numerical Weather Prediction book
1926 Elected to Royal Society

Gave us: Richardson extrapolation
Richardson iteration
fundamental work on fractals
first practical application of finite            

difference methods in PDEs

Lewis Frye Richardson



Richardson quotation

Big whorls have little whorls,
That feed on their velocity;

And little whorls have lesser whorls,
And so on to viscosity.

[verse to summarize his 1920 paper 
The supply of energy from and to Atmospheric Eddies]



Richardson quotation

An advantage of a mathematical statement is 
that it is so definite that it might be definitely 
wrong; and if it is found to be wrong, there is a 
plenteous choice of amendments ready in the 
mathematicians' stock of formulae. Some verbal 
statements have not this merit; they are so 
vague that they could hardly be wrong, and are 
correspondingly useless.

[Mathematics of War and Foreign Politics]



An early visionary: L. F. Richardson

from 1922 book on 
Weather Prediction by Numerical Processes



Richardson’s parallel computer
In his 1922 book Weather Prediction by Numerical Processes, British fluid dynamicist L.
F. Richardson proposed the creation of a global weather prediction facility, which he
dubbed the “forecast factory.” It would employ some 64,000 human computers sitting
in tiers around the circumference of a gigantic globe to dynamically calculate a PDE
model of the global weather.

“Imagine a large hall like a theatre, except that the circles and galleries go right round
through the space usually occupied by the stage. The walls of this chamber are painted
to form a map of the globe. The ceiling represents the north polar regions, England is
in the gallery, the tropics in the upper circle, Australia on the dress circle and the
Antarctic in the pit.
A myriad computers are at work upon the weather of the part of the map where each
sits, but each computer attends only to one equation or part of an equation. The work
of each region is coordinated by an official of higher rank. Numerous little "night signs"
display the instantaneous values so that neighbouring computers can read them. Each
number is thus displayed in three adjacent zones so as to maintain communication to
the North and South on the map.”



Richardson’s parallel computer
“From the floor of the pit a tall pillar rises to half the height of the hall. It carries a large
pulpit on its top. In this sits the man in charge of the whole theatre; he is surrounded by
several assistants and messengers. One of his duties is to maintain a uniform speed of
progress in all parts of the globe. In this respect he is like the conductor of an orchestra in
which the instruments are slide-rules and calculating machines.
Four senior clerks in the central pulpit are collecting the future weather as fast as it is
being computed, and despatching it by pneumatic carrier to a quiet room. There it will be
coded and telephoned to the radio transmitting station. Messengers carry piles of used
computing forms down to a storehouse in the cellar.
In a neighbouring building there is a research department, where they invent
improvements. But these is much experimenting on a small scale before any change is
made in the complex routine of the computing theatre. In a basement an enthusiast is
observing eddies in the liquid lining of a huge spinning bowl, but so far the arithmetic
proves the better way. In another building are all the usual financial, correspondence and
administrative offices. Outside are playing fields, houses, mountains and lakes, for it was
thought that those who compute the weather should breathe of it freely.”



Happy Birthday, Michael
• Born 11 October 1943 (Milton, NH, USA)
• 1965, B.S.E., EE, Princeton
• 1971, Ph.D., CS&E, Michigan

• Thesis: The Reduction of Large Scale Markov 
Models for Random Chains

• 1971-2000, Berkeley
• 2001-, MIT
• Foundational in relational databases

- Developer: Ingres and Postgres
• Started many companies: 

– Ingres, Illustra, Cohera, StreamBase, Vertica, 
VoltDB, Tamr, Paradigm4

• Now working on: 
– Aurora, C-Store, H-Store, Morpheus, Goby, SciDB

• CTO: Informix
• Now doing data management systems
• Recognition

– 1969, IEEE John von Neumann Medal
– 1994, ACM SIGMOD Innovation Award
– 1994, Fellow, ACM
– 1997, National Academy of Engineering
– 2014, Turing Award

Michael Stonebraker, 1943-



Ingres (INteractive Graphics REtrieval System)



Berkeley webpage



MIT webpage



Turing announcement



Turing citation



Stonebraker quotation

“Knowing what I know now, I would 
never have started building INGRES, 
because it’s too hard…. So I think my 
advice to my younger self would be to 
suspend your disbelief and just do it 
anyway. The way you climb Mt. Everest is 
one step at a time…”



Stonebraker quotation

“Go spend some time in the real world 
and work on problems people want 
solved… [too many people] are more 
interested in working on problems that 
are solvable rather than problems that 
are important.”



Plan of today’s meeting
• People
– new members, visitors, interns, departing ?

• Announcements
• Tech Transfer Office presentation
• ECRC Culture conversation
• Roundtable



Other introductions?
By self?

By sponsor?



TTO Presentation
Dr. Salahud Din
PhD, 2012 Imperial College London, Materials Science & Nanotechnology
At KAUST since 2017

• Business Development, University-Industry Collaborations, Research 
Collaborations, Faculty Consultancy, Technology Piloting, Creation of Startup 
Companies, Expansion of the KAUST Research & Technology Park (KRTP) and 
facilitation of IP licensing deals.

• Identifying suitable partners (industry and others) to drive the deployment 
of innovative products from the intellectual assets of KAUST researchers. 
Externally focused role and responsible for deploying KAUST technologies to 
partners culminating in options, licenses and/or assignments of KAUST IP 
rights. Working closely with other members of the Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO) to achieve the objectives of the Office of Innovation and 
Economic Development for the benefit of KAUST and the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia.



ECRC-originated and curated software
• HiCMA [github.com/ecrc/hicma] Hierarchical Computations on 

Manycore Architectures, a dense linear algebra library exploiting 
data sparsity of the matrix operator

• ExaGeoStat [github.com/ecrc/exageostat] Exascale Geospatial 
Statistics, a parallel high performance framework for large-scale 
computational geostatistics on many-core and distributed systems

• ExaGeoStatR [github.com/ecrc/exageostatR] an R-wrapped version 
of ExaGeoStat, to offer the interactive features of the consortium-
driven statistical toolbox R (see r-project.org)

• H2Opus [github.com/ecrc/h2opus] linear algebra based on H2 
hierarchical matrices, for CPUs, GPUs, and distributed systems

• KBLAS-CPU [github.com/ecrc/kblas-cpu] KAUST’s Basic Linear 
Algebra Subroutines, a high performance library implementing a 
subset of the standard BLAS as well as LAPACK routines on CPUs

• KBLAS-GPU [github.com/ecrc/kblas-gpu] KAUST’s Basic Linear 
Algebra Subroutines, a CUDA version of KBLAS-CPU for NVIDIA GPUs



• KSVD [github.com/ecrc/ksvd] KAUST’s Singular Value Decomposition
solver, a high performance software framework for computing a 
dense SVD on manycore shared and distributed memory systems

• Al4SAN [github.com/ecrc/al4san] Abstraction Layer library For 
Standardizing APIs of task-based eNgines, a lightweight software 
library that provides APIs to unify the expression of tasks and their 
data dependencies from (so far) four of the major dynamic runtime 
engines: QUARK, PaRSEC, StarPU, and OpenMP-LLVM

• STARS-H [github.com/ecrc/al4san] Software for Testing Accuracy, 
Reliability and Scalability of Hierarchical computations, a generation 
and analysis library for H-matrices

• HCORE [github.com/ecrc/al4san] BLAS operations for matrices 
maintained in tile low-rank format 

• GIRIH [github.com/girih] multicore wavefront diamond-tiling 
methods with an autotuning harness for fast stencil computations in 
manycore shared and distributed memory systems

ECRC-originated and curated software



• mpi4py-fft [pypi.org/project/mpi4py-fft/] a Python package for 
computing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) exploiting transpose-in-the-
network functionality of MPI

• GRACE [github.com/sands-lab/grace] GRAdient ComprEssion, a 
framework for implementing and evaluating gradient compression 
techniques for distributed deep learning

• SSDC [github.com/ecrc/ssdc] Entropy Stable Discontinuous 
Collocation, an hp-adaptive high performance CFD toolkit based on a 
general spectral element solver for unstructured grids

• MLBS [github.com/ecrc/mlbs] Multi-Layer Buffer System, a 
generalization of two-level cache protocols to N-level memory, which 
has been adopted for Aramco seismic image processing

• ExaWave [a deliverable to Aramco] is a home-grown Reverse Time 
Migration (RTM) seismic inversion code that is used to prototype 
performance improvements for Aramco’s GeoDrive

ECRC-originated and curated software



• DAIET Data Aggregation In nETwork, leveraging the programmable 
data plane to reduce data traffic as it is being forwarded towards the 
destination by offloading the aggregation task to the network
[github.com/AmedeoSapio/DAIET]

• SwitchML: Scaling Distributed Machine Learning with In-Network 
Aggregation [github.com/p4lang/p4app-switchML]

• OmniReduce: Efficient Sparse Collective Communication and its 
application to Accelerate Distributed Deep Learning 
[github.com/sands-lab/omnireduce]

ECRC-originated and curated software



ECRC-curated software
• PETSc [www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/] Portable, Extensible Toolkit for 

Scientific Computing, an R&D100 Award winning toolkit of distributed 
data structures and solvers, supported out of Argonne National 
Laboratory, a workhorse code of the US DOE

• UG4 [github.com/ug4] a simulation framework for modeling 
differential equations on unstructured finite element grids

• SPECFEM3D [github.com/geodynamics/specfem3d] Spectral Finite 
Element Method in 3D, a modeling tool for acoustic, elastic, coupled 
acoustic/elastic, poroelastic, or seismic wave propagation in any type 
of conforming mesh of hexahedra, structure or unstructured

• CLAWPACK [clawpack.org] Conservation Laws Package, a toolkit for 
linear and nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, 
implementing high-resolution Godunov type methods using limiters 

• PyCLAW [clawpack.org/pyclaw/] a Python-based interface to the 
algorithms of Clawpack and SharpClaw, and 



ECRC-curated software
• PETSc [www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/] Portable, Extensible Toolkit for 

Scientific Computing, an R&D100 Award winning toolkit of distributed 
data structures and solvers, supported out of Argonne National 
Laboratory, a workhorse code of the US DOE

• UG4 [github.com/ug4] a simulation framework for modeling 
differential equations on unstructured finite element grids

• SPECFEM3D [github.com/geodynamics/specfem3d] Spectral Finite 
Element Method in 3D, a modeling tool for acoustic, elastic, coupled 
acoustic/elastic, poroelastic, or seismic wave propagation in any type 
of conforming mesh of hexahedra, structure or unstructured

• CLAWPACK [clawpack.org] Conservation Laws Package, a toolkit for 
linear and nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, 
implementing high-resolution Godunov type methods using limiters 

• PyCLAW [clawpack.org/pyclaw/] a Python-based interface to the 
algorithms of Clawpack and SharpClaw, and the PetClaw package, 
which adds parallelism through PETSc



ECRC-curated software
• petsc4py [pypi.org/project/petsc4py/] Python bindings for PETSc
• slepc4py [pypi.org/project/slepc4py/] Python bindings for the 

eigensolver package SLEPc, based on PETSc solvers
• mpi4py [pypi.org/project/mpi4py/] Python bindings for the Message 

Passing Interface standard
• MFEM [mfem.org] a lightweight, scalable C++ library for Finite 

Element Methods, supported out of Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory, a workhorse code of the US DOE, which uses PETSc 
solvers

• OpenFOAM [openfoam.com] Open Source Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Toolbox,  modeling software for complex fluid flows 
involving chemical reactions, turbulence and heat transfer, acoustics, 
solid mechanics and electromagnetics, which uses PETSc solvers



ECRC software not under curation
• KFUN3D [github.com/ecrc/kfun3d] an adaption of the NASA code 

FUN3D for unstructured CFD to manycore architectures, exploiting 
AVX-512 instructions, which uses PETSc solvers

• BEMFMM [github.com/ecrc/bemfmm] an FMM-accelerated 
boundary integral equation solver for wave scattering

• MOAO [github.com/ecrc/moao] Multi-Objective Adaptive Optics, a 
simulation framework for controlling adaptive optics in earth-based 
telescopes for manycore architectures and GPUs

• ACR [github.org/ecrc/acr] Accelerated Cyclic Reduction, a cyclic 
reduction solver for structured linear systems that exploits low rank 
compression of Schur complements

• RDF-EXP [github.com/ecrc/rdf-exp] a test harness for distributed 
SPARQL engines for Resource Descriptor Framework (RDF) database 
processing



ECRC software not under curation
• iCentral [github.com/fjamour/icentral] software for detecting and 

updating “betweenness centrality” in evolving large graphs
• GraMi [github.com/ehab-abdelhamid/GraMi] a framework for 

frequent subgraph mining in large graphs
• ScaleMine [https://github.com/ehab-abdelhamid/ScaleMine] a 

scalable parallel version of frequent subgraph mining
• AdPart [github.com/ibrahimabdelaziz/AdPart] Adaptive Partitioning,

a framework for accelerating SPARQL queries by exploiting hash-
based locality 



in Cray LibSciin NVIDIA cuBLAS

in PETSc

in ExaWave

available at https://github.com/ecrc/

ECRC software featured at SC’21



ECRC short course in progress
Theory and Application of Neural Networks

Professor Jinchao Xu (PennState) will give a self-contained introduction to the 
theory of the neural network function class and its application to image 
classification and numerical solution of partial differential equations (tentatively 
scheduled for the second week of October).

* Definition of the neural network function class as a generalization of classical finite 
element functions
* Deep ReLU neural networks versus the classic piecewise linear finite element functions
* Classical approximation theory of neural network functions
* New optimal approximate theory of stable neural network functions
* Classic machine learning methods: logistic regression and support vector machine
* Deep learning: convolutional neural networks (CNN) for image classification
* MgNet: a special CNN obtained from a minor modification of the classical multigrid 
method
* Application and error analysis of neural network for numerical solutions of partial 
differential equations (PDEs)
* Numerical quadrature and Rademacher complexity analysis
* Old and new training algorithms for machine learning and numerical PDEs



ECRC short course in progress
Theory and Application of Neural Networks

Thumbnail summary:
• The space of functions that map high-dimensional vector inputs to 

outputs through neural networks via ReLU activation functions is 
contained in piecewise linear finite elements.

• It can also be enlarged to contain piecewise linear finite elements of the 
same dimension by growing the neural network sufficiently deep.

• The approximation properties of ReLU are very rich.  This is due, in part, to 
their nonlinearity.

• Though the spaces can be made identical, traditional finite elements and 
ReLU-based neural networks have very different structure.

• The concepts of a mesh and of a nodal basis that are so fundamental to 
the efficiency of solution of finite elements are not present, as such, for 
neural networks.

• Jinchao is pursuing the applicability of optimal solvers, such as multilevel 
methods, for finite element problems in neural network training.

• So far, no bottom-line breakthroughs in practical training.



Why the ReLU function

https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/relu



ReLU (rectified linear unit) function



ECRC short course in progress
Theory and Application of Neural Networks

Not too late to join for the last lecture tomorrow at 
9:00am in Lecture Hall 1, Building 9, Room 2322

Topics:
A departure from the theorem-proof style of the first 
two lectures to look at image classification and PDEs 
examples.

Slides will be available.

The lectures have been recorded.



Majlis


